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ABSTRACT

Goal programming has proven a valuable mathematical
programming form in a number of venues. Goal programming
model serves a valuable purpose of cross checking answers from
other methodologies. Likewise, multiple regression models can
also be used to more accurately combine multiple criteria
measures that can be used in GP model parameters. Those
parameters can include the relative weighting and the goal
constraint parameters. This paper is mainly focused on analyzing
interaction effects in the context of multiple nonlinear regression
equations. A comparison between the least square method and
the linear goal programming method to solve the multiple nonlinear
regression equations with two way interaction effects has been
shown using MSExcel and TORA computer software packages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Linear regression is the oldest

and most widely used predictive model
in biological, behavioral and social
sciences to describe possible relation-
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ships between variables. Linear regression
finds application in a wide range of
environmental science applications.
The earliest form of regression was the
method of least squares, which was
published by Legendre2 and by Gauss6.
Multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis
is a statistical tool for understanding
the relationship between two or more
variables. The main idea of a MLR analysis
is to understand the relationship
between several independent variables
and a single dependent variable. A
number of methods for the estimation
of the regression parameters are available
in the literature. These include methods
of minimizing the sum of absolute
residuals, minimizing the maximum of
absolute residuals and minimizing the
sum of squares of residuals15, where
the last method of minimizing the sum
of squares of residuals popularly known
as least square methods is commonly
used.

Goal programming has proven
a valuable tool in support of decision
making. The first publication using GP
was the form of a constrained regression
model was used by Charnes et al.4.
There have been many books devoted
to this topic over past years (Ijiri11;
Lee13; Spronk14; Ignizio10 and others).
This tool often represents a substantial
improvement in the modeling and
analysis of multi-objective problems
(Charnes and Cooper5; Eiselt  et al.8;
Ignizio9). By minimizing deviation the
GP model can generate decision variable
values that are the same as the beta

values in some types of multiple
regression models.

An interaction occurs when the
magnitude of the effect of one inde-
pendent variable on a dependent
variable varies as a function of a second
independent variable. This is also
known as a moderation effect, although
some have more strict criteria for
moderation effects than for interactions.
Now days interaction effects through
regression models is a widely interested
area of investigation as there has been
a great deal of confusion about the
analysis of moderated relationships
involving continuous variables. Alken
and West1 and Jaccard et al.12 have
analyzed such interaction effects, further
this method was applied into several
models by the researchers, for example,
Curran7 applied into hierarchical linear
growth models.

2. Two way interaction effects in
Multiple Regression

The regression equation used
to analyze and interpret a 2-way
interaction is:

yir=b0+b1Xi+b2Zi+b3Xi
2+b4Zi

2+b5XiZi+ei,
i = 1, 2,…, m.

Where, b0, b1 and b2 are the para-
meters to be estimated and e is the error
components which are assumed to be
normally and independently distributed
with zero mean and constant variance.
The linear absolute residual method
requires us to estimate the values of
these unknown parameters so as to
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minimize i=
m

1 |yi-yir|.

3. Linear goal programming formulation

Let yi be the ith goal, di
+ be

positive deviation from the ith goal and
di

- be the negative deviation from the ith
goal. Then the problem of minimizing

i=
m

1 |yi-yir| may be reformulated as

Minimize i=
m

1 (di
++di

-)
Subject to:

a0+a1Xi1+a2Xi2+a3Xi3+a4Xi4+a5Xi5+di
+-di

-

=yiG ,

di
+  0

d i
-  0

and a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5, are unrestricted.

i= 1, 2, …, m.

Where Xi
2, Zi

2 and Xi Zi are taken as Xi3,

Xi4 and Xi5 respectively to formulate the
multiple nonlinear regression problem
into linear goal programming model.

4. Relationship between the least
square method and the linear goal
programming method

    Relationship between two methods
can be established by taking a simple
example. We consider a regression
equation of Y on X and Z. The data for
illustration is:

y x z
7.88 3 2
7.43 2 1
8.38 4 3
7.42 2 1
7.97 3 2
7.49 2 2
8.84 5 3
8.29 4 2

The solution of the above
regression problem through least
square method using MSExcel gives:

b0=6.9215, b1 = 0.0001, b2 = 0.3181,
b3=0.0602, b4= -0.0557, b5= 0.0001

and hence the corresponding estimated
regression equation is

yir =6.9215+0.0001Xi + 0.3181Zi + 0.0602Xi
2

-0.0557Zi
2 + 0.0001Xi Zi

Where  i = 1, 2, …, 8.

and Minimize i=1
8 |yi-yir|=0.2826.

Reformulating the above problem into
linear goal programming model: Minimize

i=1
8 (di

++di
-)

Subject to:

a0+3a1+2a2+9a3+4a4+6a5+d1
+-d1

=7.88
a0+2a1+a2+4a3+a4+2a5+d2

+-d2
=7.43

a0+4a1+3a2+16a3+9a4+12a5+d3
+-d3

=8.38
a0+2a1+a2+4a3+a4+2a5+d4

+-d4
=7.42

a0+3a1+2a2+9a3+4a4+6a5+d5
+-d5

=7.97
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a0+2a1+2a2+4a3+4a4+4a5+d6
+-d6

=7.49
a0+5a1+3a2+25a3+9a4+15a5+d7

+-d7
=8.84

a0+4a1+2a2+16a3+4a4+8a5+d8
+-d8

=8.29
di

+  0, i = 1, 2, ..., 8
di
  0, i = 1, 2, ..., 8

ai are unrestricted, i  = 0, 1, 2, …,5.

The solution of the above formulated
problem through simplex method using
TORA computer software package:

a0 = 6.74, a1 = 0.28, a2 = 0.045,
a3 = 0.01, a4 = -0.015, a5 = 0.03

Thus the estimated regression equation
via the goal programming method is

y iG=6.74+0.28X i1+0.045X i2+0.01X i3

0.015Xi4+0.03Xi5, i = 1, 2, …, 8

Or

y iG= 6. 7 4+ 0 . 28 X i+ 0. 0 45 Z i+ 0 .0 1 X i
2

0.015Zi
2+0.03XiZi, i = 1, 2, …, 8

and

Minimize i=1
8 |yi-yiG|=0.1.

Thus,Minimize i=1
8 |yi-yiG|<Minimize

i=1
8 |yi-yir|.

5. CONCLUSION

Solving the above multiple
nonlinear regression equation with
two way interaction effect via least square

method and linear goal programming
model clearly shows that Minimize

i=
m

1 |yi-yiG|<Minimize i=
m

1 |yi-yir|, where

yiG  be the estimate of the th response
using goal programming technique
and yir be the estimate using the least
square method.

Hence, it is concluded that the
goal programming technique provide
better estimate of the multiple nonlinear
regression parameters with two way
interaction effect than the least square
method.
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